The continuous function /, defined on [a, b], changing sign exactly ti times on (a, b), and f(a) = /(6)= 0, has horizontal chords of every length h < H with endpoints in (a, b). We determine the largest such H as a function of n. there is a number x £ ia, b -h) such that fix + h) = fix). H2 and H, cannot be improved.
UWE HERZBERG
Proof.
1. The following three cases, (a), (b) , and (c), hold for n even as well as for n odd.
(a) If fia + h) / 0 and fib -h) / 0, the statement follows at once from Levit's theorem, as it does in the cases:
(b) fia + h) = 0, fib -h) ¿ 0; and (c) fia + h) ¿ 0, fib -h) = 0.
We remark that up to this point for every h < ib -a)/Yin + 5)/2], there is a number x £ ia, b -h) such that fix) = fix + h).
2. Let fia + h) = fib -h) = 0, and let n* be the number of times / changes sign in ia + h, b -h); then for both even and odd n h<(b-a)/Yin + 7)/2l ~ h {Yin + 3)/2] + 2\ < b -a.
Hence,
h-a-2h (b-h)-(a+ h) -[(« + 3)/2] -[(72* + 3)/2] '
and according to Levit's theorem there is a number x such that a<a + h<x<b-2h<b-h, i.e., x £ (a, b -h) anyway, and /(x + /?) = /(x). For 72 odd the first part of the Theorem is proved, while for n even we still have to improve the bound (b -a)/Yin + 7)/2], gained under the assumption fia + h) = fib -h) = 0.
3. Let 22 be even and n*< n -2. Thus,
h -TÜT5V2I -[(* + 0/21 ' and since 72* < 72 -2, it follows that
The existence of the required number x is again a consequence of Levit's theorem.
4. Before we continue, let us give a definition. We say that / has a true zero in x if / has a zero in x, but does not change sign in x.
Let n be even. Assuming n* = n or 72*= n -1, we still have to prove In the following two lemmas we assume without loss of generality the case not in brackets in the preceding paragraph.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose for some h < (b -a)/2 such x does not such that fix) = fix + h).
The bounds given above are again the best possible ones; R2 can be directly used in (2) for 72 odd and x e ia, b -h], and R, in (3) 
